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Global investment event
UK: Brexit transition deal agreed, but uncertainty remains

 Leaders at the European Council meeting have approved certain terms of the UK's withdrawal from 
the European Union (EU), including  a 21-month transition period after March 2019 

 This significantly reduces the risk of a 'hard-Brexit' scenario of an EU exit with no new trading 
relationship in place

 However, the transition period remains dependent on a final withdrawal treaty being ratified before 
March 2019. A key sticking point is how to avoid a hard border in Ireland

 Even with the deal, we believe the UK is likely to remain an economic underperformer. We think 
current valuations remain consistent with a neutral stance in UK equities

 We remain underweight in UK gilts, where prospective returns remain poor and the Bank of England 
is gradually tightening policy, along with other major central banks

UK-EU agree transition deal…

Leaders at the European Council meeting have 
approved certain aspects of the UK’s withdrawal from 
the EU. This includes the terms of a transition period 
following the UK’s official departure from the bloc on
29 March 2019.

The transition period will last until 31 December 
2020, during which time the UK will remain in the 
customs union and single market. The UK will be
able to negotiate new trade deals.

Ultimately, the agreement significantly reduces the
risk of a ‘hard-Brexit’ scenario of the UK exiting the

EU with no new trading relationship in place. This is 
particularly important for UK/EU businesses, who have 
faced months of uncertainty following the Brexit vote
in June 2016.
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This commentary provides a high level overview of the recent economic environment, and is for information purposes only. It is a marketing 
communication and does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation to any reader of this content to buy or sell investments nor should 
it be regarded as investment research. It has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of 
investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of its dissemination.
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…but tough negotiations lie ahead

The deal gives Brexit negotiators more time to

establish the terms of the new UK-EU relationship. 

However, there are reasons for caution. 

The transition period remains dependent on the 

ratification of a final withdrawal treaty before March 

2019. A key sticking point remains the issue of how

to avoid a hard border in Ireland. The UK is pushing

for a departure from the customs union, which will 

require customs inspections for goods entering the

UK. An upcoming House of Commons vote on 

maintaining some form of a customs union will

be important in this respect.  

During the transition period, the UK will also remain 

under the EU Common Fisheries Policy, allowing 

continued EU access to UK waters. Eurosceptic 

politicians in the UK have raised concerns over this, 

and have threatened to vote against the final treaty. 

Finally, although talks on a new trade deal will begin 

soon, the EU is not expecting detailed negotiations

to start before March 2019. Therefore, the transition 

period may need to be extended, although there is

no extension clause in the current agreement.  

Market considerations

Although the transition deal reduces some near-

term Brexit uncertainties, there is still a chance the

deal could fall apart, whilst the longer-term UK-EU 

relationship remains fundamentally unclear. This

will continue to dampen “animal spirits” in the UK 

economy, and likely translate to continued softness

in business investment. 

More positively, however, the recent recovery in

sterling – in part due to progress with Brexit 

negotiations (Figure 1) – should help keep inflation

on a gradually downward path this year. Indeed,

the February CPI inflation prints saw a larger than 

expected fall to 2.7% yoy on the headline measure. 

This should relieve some of the pressure on

squeezed household budgets. 

Figure 1: Sterling has gained amid progress in 

Brexit talks

Source: Bloomberg, as at March 2018

Yet, overall, the UK is likely to remain a relative

laggard in terms of economic growth, and we think the 

prospective reward to bearing UK equity risk remains 

unattractive compared to other markets (particularly

the eurozone and Japan). Therefore, we retain our 

neutral stance in this asset class. 

Meanwhile, similar to other developed market 

government bonds, prospective returns for UK gilts 

continue to look poor. The monetary policy backdrop

is also unfavourable. With inflation above target, the 

lower risk of a “hard-Brexit” may keep the Bank of 

England on a path of gradual policy tightening. 

At their meeting this week, the Monetary Policy 

Committee (MPC) continued to argue that a tight labour 

market and low levels of spare capacity will feed into 

greater domestically-generated inflationary pressures. 

This view may be supported by data released this week 

showing a larger than expected gain in wage growth in 

the three months to January. This raises the possibility 

of a rate hike as early as the next meeting in May. 

Overall, we remain underweight in in UK gilts.
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Important information:

The contents of this document may not be reproduced or further distributed to any person or entity, whether in whole or in part, for 

any purpose. All non-authorized reproduction or use of this document will be the responsibility of the user and may lead to legal 

proceedings. The material contained in this document is for general information purposes only and does not constitute advice or a 

recommendation to buy or sell investments. Some of the statements contained in this document may be considered forward 

looking statements which provide current expectations or forecasts of future events. Such forward looking statements are not 

guarantees of future performance or events and involve risks and uncertainties. Actual results may differ materially from those 

described in such forward-looking statements as a result of various factors. We do not undertake any obligation to update the 

forward-looking statements contained herein, or to update the reasons why actual results could differ from those projected in the 

forward-looking statements. This document has no contractual value and is not by any means intended as a solicitation, nor a 

recommendation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is not lawful. The 

views and opinions expressed herein are those of HSBC Global Asset Management Global Investment Strategy Unit and HSBC 

Securities (USA) Inc. at the time of preparation, and are subject to change at any time. These views may not necessarily indicate 

current portfolios’ composition. Individual portfolios managed by HSBC Global Asset Management primarily reflect individual 

clients’ objectives, risk preferences, time horizon, and market liquidity.

The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount 

originally invested. Past performance contained in this document is not a reliable indicator of future performance while any 

forecasts, projections and simulations contained herein should not be relied upon as an indication of future results. Where 

overseas investments are held the rate of currency exchange may cause the value of such investments to go down as well as up.

Investments in emerging markets are by their nature higher risk and potentially more volatile than those inherent in some 

established markets. Economies in Emerging Markets generally are heavily dependent upon international trade and, accordingly,

have been and may continue to be affected adversely by trade barriers, exchange controls, managed adjustments in relative 

currency values and other protectionist measures imposed or negotiated by the countries with which they trade. These economies 

also have been and may continue to be affected adversely by economic conditions in the countries in which they trade. Mutual 

fund investments are subject to market risks, read all related documents carefully. Please consider the investment objectives, 

risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing. The prospectus, which contains this and other information, can 

be obtained by calling an HSBC Securities (USA) Inc. Financial Advisor or call 888-525-5757. Read it carefully before you 

invest.

Investment and certain insurance products, including annuities, are offered by HSBC Securities (USA) Inc. (HSI), member 

NYSE/FINRA/SIPC. In California, HSI conducts insurance business as HSBC Securities Insurance Services. License #: 

OE67746. HSI is an affiliate of HSBC Bank USA, N.A. Whole life, universal life, term life, and other types of insurance are 

provided by unaffiliated third parties and are offered through Insurance Agents of HSBC Insurance Agency (USA) Inc., a wholly

owned subsidiary of HSBC Bank USA, N.A. Products and services may vary by state and are not available in all states. California 

license #: OD36843.

Investments, Annuity and Insurance Products: Are not a deposit or other obligation of the bank or any of its affiliates; 

Not FDIC insured or insured by any federal government agency of the United States; Not guaranteed by the bank or any 

of its affiliates; and subject to investment risk, including possible loss of principal invested.
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